
Metamorphic Descent

Will found himself sprawled on the cold, dimly lit floor of the secluded chamber within the 
heart of the mechanical wing. The echoes of Dr. Whitman's ominous parting words lingered in 
the air, the resonance haunting Will's every thought. 

In this obscure sanctuary, buried deep within the Spectre, an unsettling disconnection 
from reality gripped him. His mind, once a cohesive tapestry of thoughts, memories, 
aspirations, and future plans, now fragmented into shattered pieces that slipped away from 
his conscious grasp. The world around him felt distant, an ephemeral backdrop to the internal 
tumult consuming him.

The rapid acceleration of the exposure had reached unprecedented levels, and Will found 
himself engulfed in a disorienting whirlwind. The origin of this transformation became a hazy, 
elusive memory, slipping through the cracks of his deteriorating recollection. The once-
familiar surroundings now morphed into a surreal landscape, leaving him in a state of 
increasing confusion and a profound sense of helplessness.

As despair clutched at his thoughts, the notion of ending his own life crossed his mind, yet 
a flicker of his fading humanity resisted. A sobering realization took hold, mere self-
termination wouldn't suffice, he needed complete separation. Struggling and trembling, he 
attempted to rise, but the symptoms of the agent coursing through his veins grew with 
escalating severity, a visible manifestation of the internal turmoil.

He initiated a slow crawl, a gradual ascent that evolved into an unsteady walk. Will pressed 
on, navigating through the winding aisles and walkways within the mechanical wing. The 
cacophony of loud noises enveloped him, exacerbating his delirium as he struggled against the 
disconcerting changes within. 

Memories and fragmented thoughts sparked in his mind, a fleeting sequence of flashes 
that lingered for seconds before dissipating into the abyss, forever lost to the alterations 
wrought by the organism on his inner biology.

His first love, and the joy that once bloomed in those shared memories, flashed through 
his mind in a cascading format, almost taunting him with what was now irretrievably lost. 

The vivid dance of recollections abruptly vanished, torn away from his mind as if severed 
by an unseen force.



Another thought surfaced, a fleeting moment at the exoscout academy, the sounds of 
celebrations and congratulations echoing in his ears before vanishing in an instant, leaving 
only the lingering echo of what once was.

In the relentless onslaught of moments, Will's once-cohesive mind became the 
battleground for the insidious parasite that had taken residence within him. The undeniable 
certainty of his impending end loomed, yet the specifics of how he arrived at this precipice 
eluded him. 

Amidst the chaotic confusion that enveloped his thoughts, he found himself standing 
before the Spectre airlock, a destination reached without a trace of awareness regarding the 
events leading up to this juncture.

The parasitic entity, voraciously feeding on his very flesh, subjected Will's consciousness to 
a tumultuous dance, flickering in and out of existence without any semblance of control.

 In this fragmented state, he discerned the outlines of two figures just beyond the airlock. 
Whether they were erstwhile allies or potential adversaries remained a mystery to Will, for he 
had lost the cognitive capacity to discern friend from foe. Silence seemed the prudent choice, 
as the once articulate and communicative Will grappled with the stark reality of his 
deteriorating state.

The two onlookers stood frozen, their eyes widening in horror as they beheld the grotesque 
spectacle before them. A nightmarish amalgamation of veins, pulsating masses, and ever-
growing structures erupted from Will's flesh in a surreal and macabre display.

The morbid growths, reminiscent of some otherworldly flora, sprouted from his once-
human limb, unfurling to unveil an elongation of bone and a chitinous, claw-like structure. 
The transformation seemed to defy any logical sequence, as though the accelerated evolution 
unfolding within Will's form adhered solely to the capricious whims of chaotic randomness.

Within the confines of the command deck, Sully's hands danced over the control panels 
with a practiced precision, fingers expertly navigating the array of buttons, switches, and 
holographic interfaces. 

The ambient hum of machinery grew into a melodic tune as the engine drives stirred to 
life, their vibrations reverberating through the entire structure of the Spectre.

As Sully manipulated the controls, the ship responded with a harmonious ballet of lights, 
each indicator pulsating in synchronized rhythm with the impending departure. The console's 



glow reflected off his face, casting shadows that danced across his expression, a mixture of 
concentration and determination.

The Spectre's internal mechanisms, dormant for a time, were now awakening with a 
mechanical sigh. Metal joints groaned softly as the cruiser, like a slumbering giant, prepared 
to rise. 

A low-frequency hum permeated the air, gradually crescendoing into a powerful resonance 
that vibrated through the deck.

Outside the observation deck's transparent panels, the once-still jungle seemed to shiver in 
response to the Spectre's awakening. The noise grew, echoing through the metallic skeleton of 
the cruiser and resonating in the ears of those nearby. The air felt charged with anticipation as 
if the very atmosphere was aware of the imminent departure.

Sully's eyes, gleaming with the reflected luminosity of the controls, scanned over the 
displays. His gestures, though precise, carried an underlying urgency. With each adjustment, 
he sent a silent signal to the crew members outside the vessel, a wordless communication. The 
Spectre, now a collection of sound and light, stood on the cusp of departure.

The unfolding tragedy cast a profound shadow over the crew. Will's plight, an unfortunate 
consequence of an insidious tear in the fabric of their reality, unfolded before their eyes like a 
haunting sonnet of despair. The cruel dance of fate spun its web, ensnaring the unwitting soul.

How cruel fate had been to Will, thrusting him into the clutches of an inscrutable menace. 
If only they had glimpsed the tear in the fabric of reality sooner, if only their knowledge had 
unveiled the lurking malevolence of the alien world they dared to explore. But ignorance had 
been their shackles, and destiny their tormentor.

The tear, a subtle yet relentless force, had eluded notice until it was too late. The crew 
found themselves grappling with the stark realization that, had their awareness been keener, 
perhaps this harrowing fate could have been avoided. 

Yet, the cosmic roulette wheel of Tau, unpredictable and unforgiving, remained 
irreversible, leaving the crew to bear witness to the tragic narrative that now played out.

As the once-vibrant exoscout, now a mere husk of its former self, approached, a profound 
silence settled upon the remaining crew members. Words seemed inadequate, a feeble 
attempt to encapsulate the weight of the moment. What could they say in the face of such 
unrelenting cruelty? Was there any solace left to offer in this harrowing moment?



The air, thick with a potent mixture of sorrow and pain emanating from Will's ordeal, 
merged with the collective empathy and mourning of his former companions. 

A somber symphony of emotions hung in the atmosphere, a poignant reminder of the 
fragility of life and the harsh realities of the celestial frontier they now navigated.

In that haunting moment of shared despair, a torrent of unspoken words mentally flowed 
among the surviving crew. Yet, in the commander's mind, a relentless refrain echoed, a 
haunting self-blame that threatened to drown out the collective mourning.

Forender, in the solitude of his thoughts, bore the weight of guilt, a heavy mantle that 
draped his shoulders in shadows. The disturbing figure before them was, in his eyes, a 
consequence of his choices. A phantom pain tugged at his conscience as he entertained the 
agonizing "what ifs." 

Had he ventured into that initial cave alone, the grim destiny that now clung to Will might 
have been averted, and Mike's vitality might yet pulse with the rhythm of life.

A phantom thought lingered, casting an ominous shadow over Forender's judgment. What 
if, against his instincts, he had commanded Evelyn to join him in that initial search? The 
chilling prospect of her sharing the same fate gnawed at his soul, leaving him teetering on the 
precipice of self-condemnation.

In an attempt to find solace, Forender rationalized that at least Walker's demise was a self-
inflicted fate, an attempt to absolve himself of the guilt that clung to his every decision. Yet, 
even as he tried to justify the means, the unforgiving reality pressed upon him, the outcome 
remained unaltered. Death and devastation had become the unwelcome reality in this alien 
realm.

With the weight of resignation settling upon them, Forender and Evelyn retraced their 
steps toward the airlock. An unspoken accord lingered in the air, a unanimous 
acknowledgment that their sojourn on Tau had become an irreversible odyssey of loss.

As they approached the looming portal, their eyes met the grotesque figure one last time, a 
sorrowful farewell etched in their gaze. The airlock sealed shut, encapsulating the melancholy 
of this forsaken place.


